Commercialization App
Identify. Review. Evaluate.
Identify

Gain transparency to accelerate your
commercialization efforts with ktMINE’s
global intellectual property (IP) data.
The Commercialization App arms
technology transfer professionals with
royalty rates, licensing, and agreement
data to confidently negotiate strategic
agreements that drive monetization.
Technology transfer professionals rely
on ktMINE’s Commercialization App to
uncover potential partners, determine the
value of technologies, and confidently
construct and negotiate licensing terms.
Evaluate inventions while strengthening
commercialization efforts with ktMINE.

®

Pin-pointing the organizations entering
and exiting technology space is difficult.
The Commercialization App takes these
complexities out of your research process.
Access to Our global transaction data allows
you to quickly and accurately identify the market
participants actively making deals within your
space.

Review
Make informed decisions by leveraging the
Commercialization App’s market-based
evidence. With a simple search of a patent
classification or keyword, uncover royalty rate
benchmarks and trends.

Evaluate
Access to full-text license and collaboration
agreements, powers your organization to enter
into negotiations with the support needed to
justify your payment and contractual terms.
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Key Benefits
Identify potential
market partners
Value innovations with
market-based evidence
Analyze trends to
determine invention
viability

Access ktMINE’s eight datasets to instantly review
and monitor top inbound and outbound market
activities

Uncover comparable transactions to determine
royalty rates as well as upfront and milestone
payments

Track new technology developments both in direct
or adjacent markets with advanced analytics and
visualizations

Features
f Full licensing and collaboration
agreement summaries and filing
documentation
f Global coverage with over 250
unique territories
f Patent keyword searching
capabilities

Contact Us.
Let’s schedule a demo and find out how the ktMINE Commercialization App can streamline
your commercialization process.
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